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1. Introduction

Siemens Energy is a registered trademark licensed by Siemens AG.

Owners and operators of electrical power supply networks
face numerous challenges regarding the effective
management of their assets. The following key questions
are reflecting the need for strategic asset management
decision support:

• What is the current condition of my assets?
• How will their condition develop in the future?
• How to extend the lifetime of my assets?
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• When should I replace my assets?
• Am I doing the right maintenance at the right time?
• Which invests do I need to manage the replacement of
assets?
The 24/7 Operational Service Desk is part of Siemens Energy
Customer Technical Support. When combined with our
Remote Diagnostic Service, the Operational Service Desk can
offer optimized technical support by analyzing historical data
and long-term trends. This provides a faster solution.

2. Features
Embedded in a robust and reliable platform for IT/OT alignment, RCAM® Dynamic integrates and manages online and
offline asset data to enable the following key functionalities:

• Enhanced asset transparency including current condition,
today’s and future health index and corresponding risk

• Both, technical and geographical view
• Visualize most appropriate condition-based maintenance
strategy for various types of equipment

• Data can be taken manually from inspection reports as well
as from online condition monitoring systems

• Proposing optimal time for refurbishments and replacements based on life cycle risk scenarios

• Enabling countermeasures on condition alarms
Figure 1 Detailed Asset View
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Figure 2 RCAM® methodology

3. Technical details

RCAM® Dynamic calculates the Health Index as a numerical
representation of the condition of the asset. The Health
Index is calculated through algorithm of weighting and
grading online and offline data for a relevant set of interdependent condition parameters such as sensor signals,
maintenance and operational records, on-site measurement
results, etc. Finally, parameter specific aging models are
used to forecast Health Index values.
As importance of an asset is proportional to the
monetarized risk, it is a KPI to be used in a ConditionImportance diagram to visualize the assets and even define
maintenance strategy areas as shown in the ConditionImportance Diagram.
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CapEx
OpEx
Safety
Environment
Network performance

Present health index

Advanced asset management relies on the assessment of
the asset condition, both in the present and projected into
the future.

1

Asset ID: Node 1
Substation: TMH
Importance: 1,9
HI: 5,6

Risk is calculated as a function of the Health Index and is
measured as a product of the probability of failure and cost
of failure. The risk of the assets is quantified as a monetary
value for 5 specific risk categories:
Importance

Figure 3 Populated Condition – Importance Diagram

4. Benefits
Cost reduction
• Improved decision making based on reliable
information, e.g. better prioritization
• Reduction on maintenance and repair expenses

Risk awareness

• Optimization of investment schedules
• Efficient APM by having the right data at hand
• Support of relevant standards, e.g. ISO 55000 to fulfil

Performance improvement
• Enhanced reliability and asset network utilization
• Prevention of unplanned outages along reduction of
failure consequences

regulatory compliance
Scope of work / deliverable
RCAM® Dynamic is available on-premise or as a cloud
hosted solution.
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Get in touch with us:
Phone: +49 911 6505 6505
Email: support.energy@siemens.com
Siemens Gas and Power GmbH & Co. KG
Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 1
80333 Munich, Germany

For more information please visit our website:
siemens-energy.com/grid-access-services
Subject to changes and errors. The information given in this document only contains
general descriptions and/or performance features which may not always specifically
reflect those described, or which may undergo modification in the course of further
development of the products. The requested performance features are binding only
when they are expressly agreed upon in the concluded contract.
Siemens Energy is a trademark licensed by Siemens AG.
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